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Below listed are exhibits and displays shown in its halls:

•••• Gallery of portraits of prominent persons who were at the beginnings of space 
development, and leading experts of Yuzhnoye Design Office and Yuzhmash Plant;

•••• Expositions devoted to life and activity of M. K. Yangel, the Chief Designer of 
Yuzhnoye Design Office, and A. M. Makarov, the General Director of Yuzhny
Machine-building Plant Production Incorporation;

EDUCATIONAL-AND-EXHIBITION COMPLEX



EDUCATIONAL-AND-EXHIBITION COMPLEX

•••• Full-scale models of spacecrafts from the first vehicles to unique 
multi-functional spaceships, intended for the Earth monitoring, which 
were produced at Yuzhmash PA and developed by Yuzhnoye Design 
Office;



EDUCATIONAL-AND-EXHIBITION COMPLEX

•••• Military missile models;

•••• Fragments and parts of rocket-and-space 
equipment.



The widest coverage of school children was achieved due to organization of the 
weekend aerospace classes under the Center. Pupils of more than 29 schools located in the 
Dnipropetrovsk city and in the region are trained therein. 

Besides, the Correspondence Aerospace School gained wide popularity in Ukraine, 
involving already 21 regions of our country.

It should be also noted that the lectures are given by experienced professors and 
senior lecturers of the Dnipropetrovsk National University, and Dnipropetrovsk Medical 
Academy. 

AEROSPACE SCHOOL



Every year, according to the results shown, the best pupils of Center 
are invited for participation in All-Ukrainian Research-Educational Conference of Pupils 
“Star Way”. Apart from Center pupils, the winners of competitions held by Small Academy 
of Science, Groups of Scientific-Technical Creative Activity of youth, and pupils of schools 
of general education are also participating in this conference. They defend their own 
original research works according to the topics below:

All-Ukrainian Research-Educational Conference of Pupils 
“STAR  WAY”

•Physics and astronomy;
•Scientific investigations in space;
•Natural phenomena and ecology of Space;
•Space medicine and biology;

•Spirituality and Space;
•Technical creative work and  rocket-and-space 
modeling;
• Spacecraft and launch vehicles;
• History of space flying vehicles development.



Program of training includes:
�holding seminars in the educational and exhibition complex;
�meeting with the eminent persons whose life and work is closely connected with the   
development of space programs and rocket production in this country;
�competitions, quizzes, testing with the use of interactive methods. 

SCHOOL OF COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES



Rocket-and-space modeling laboratory

It is a Center where comprehensive assistance and support is rendered to 
such amateurs. The laboratory of rocket-and-space modeling helps to become 
acquainted with:

�rocket and space equipment, including numerous full-scale models 
displayed at the Center;
�space vehicle simulation;
�aircraft and rocket modeling;
�life and activity of prominent persons, pioneers of the national and 
foreign cosmonautics. 



The National Aerospace Educational Center of Ukrainian Youth   
arranges a WEEK OF COSMONAUTICS, which is also held on the annual 
basis. Within the framework of this event, the Center carries out various actions 
connected with the Day of Cosmonautics, namely: competitions, quizzes, 
exhibitions, virtual travels through aerospace portals, demonstration of 
educational films. 

WEEK OF COSMONAUTICS



Competition of Computer Technologies
«We are children of Galaxy»

The competition is held according to the directions below:
1. Computer aerospace creative work – electronic presentations, collages, emblems, 
drawings, made with the help of various graphic editors, WEB-pages.
2. Computer aerospace technologies – educational, game-playing, testing computer 
programs.

These activities have much in common – they are popularizing the knowledge 
about the Universe, displaying striking individuality of young people as to their own ideas 
of outer space, and interest to prominent scientists, designers and people making an 
important contribution to  space research. 



Annual contest of drawings titled “STEP TO STARS”

Nominations of the drawing contest are as follows:
- Space fantasies;
- Space future of the mankind;
- Workdays in space;
- Connection with future.



One of the main forms of implementation of the Center program objectives is a 
profession-oriented training of students and undergraduates. Senior students and 
undergraduates of the main specialties of the Physical-and-Technical Institute under the 
Dnipropetrovsk National University (DNU) are studying at the Center, gaining profound 
theoretical knowledge.

Teaching staff of the Center is engaged in drawing up and publishing manuals, 
teaching aids and educational and methodical editions on the urgent matters of space 
exploration history and development of rocket-and-space engineering in Ukraine, on the 
basic topics of studying the outer space and present-day issues of modern science, 
engineering and technology.

Training in profession-oriented disciplines
Research work with students



International youth scientific-practical conference
«Human and Space»

In 1998, the National Aerospace Educational Center of Ukrainian Youth, 
acting in the interests of the National Space Agency of Ukraine, the National Academy 
of Sciences of Ukraine, the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine and the 
Ministry of Industrial Policy of Ukraine, initiated annual countrywide scientific 
conference of youth titled “Human and Space”.



It’s aimed at:

•searching, associating and supporting the 
gifted young people, developing an 
interest of students, post-graduates and 
young scientists to research activities in 
cosmonautics domain, to space education, 
as well as the other trends of science and 
engineering, directly connected with space 
exploration; 

•promoting further introduction of young 
scientists’ research results to engineering 
developments and creating the system of 
specialists training in aerospace branch;

•••• efficient realization of the governmental 
policy in rocket-and-space production in 
the market conditions, using the national 
space infrastructure for implementation 
of the State program of Ukrainian youth 
aerospace education.

International youth scientific-practical conference
«Human and Space»



The first conference took place in 1999. Since then, nine  conferences were 
successfully held. During this period, status of the conference changed, subjects of 
research areas broadened, territorial coverage and number of participants increased. By 
the results of the conference, the collected articles and reports are published.

International youth scientific-practical conference
«Human and Space»
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International youth scientific-practical conference
«Human and Space»

Advanced Space Technologies For 
The Humankind Prosperity

dedicated to the 50th Anniversary 
of Space Era



INTEGRATED EDUCATIONAL PROJECT «OSVITA-��»

State (National) space program of Ukraine for years 2003-2007 
stipulates the integrated educational project «OSVITA-��». 

Purpose of the project is the development of the national youth 
satellite on the basis of state-of-the-art high-tech solutions of the First 
national youth satellite.

The main organizer and coordinator of 
the project «OSVITA-��» is the National 
Aerospace Educational Center of 
Ukrainian Youth.



This project, with the participation of students and young workers of enterprises 
of rocket and space branch of Ukraine, provides for the following:

•••• fulfilling works of research, educational, ecological, scientific-technical and 
economical nature, aimed at designing, manufacturing and operation of the 
youth satellite

•••• scientific and methodical support and introduction of new forms and methods 
of education

INTEGRATED EDUCATIONAL PROJECT «OSVITA-��»

•••• organization, training and creation of
required conditions for the youth 
research teams 

•••• organization and holding of 
youth conferences, scientific and 
educational seminars, schools, trainings.



International Scientific and Practical Conference
«University Microsatellites — Prospects and Reality»

In pursuance of the integrated Educational Project «Osvita-KA», 
the National Aerospace Educational Center of Youth, under assistance of 
the National Space Agency of Ukraine, holds Scientific and Practical 
Conference "University Microsatellites - Prospects and Reality" which is 
organized for three years in succession on the basis of the National Center 
for Space Vehicles Control and Testing.
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